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T H E  W E A T H E R HALLS  D, E, F
COLORADO CONV CTR Today:      Sunny With A Chance 

Of Adventure Camping Good Times

BEASTS INVADE
RV SHOW

BEASTS INVADE DENVER REAL 
DEAL RV SHOW March 14th  15th  &  
16th at the Colorado Convention Center
The Colorado Convention Center is being taken 
over by a MONSTER of an RV Show!!

Over 30 RV Dealers will be showcasing 300+ 
units for one big weekend.

    Denver, Mar 14 --  The Great American Real Deal 
RV Show has added the Denver Overland OFF GRID 
EXPO.  This special addition will be held in a 60k sq 
ft section with BEST of the BEASTS for adventure 
camping and exploration.
The combination of these exciting events will rep-
resent over 7 football fields of RVs, Campers, Out-
door Products, Overland Vehicles, Adventure gear 
accessories and new off-grid technologies.
(Denver RV Show is now Largest Indoor RV product 
event in America)
The expo will also offer numerous educational and 
interactive seminars for attendees that need to 
scratch that curious wanderlust itch.

Our nationally recognized seminar series helps create an engaging and informative experience for attendees. (INCLUDED WITH SHOW ADMISSION)
IMPORTANT NOTE *Special financing and show only “REAL DEALS” will be offered by participating dealers competing for your business at this MEGA 
SHOWCASE for 3 big days.
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SPONSOR SHOUT OUT

The Timeless Appeal of Camping: A Quick 
Escape to Nature
In an age where technology dominates our 
lives, camping emerges as a cherished escape, 
offering a way to reconnect with the natural 
world. This simple yet profound activity draws 
people for various reasons, each finding 
unique value in the experience.

Nature and Digital Detox
Camping offers a direct line to nature’s tran-
quility, away from the urban hustle. It’s a 
chance to unwind, unplug from digital de-
vices, and enjoy the present moment. This 
natural detox can lead to improved mood, 
reduced stress, and a deeper appreciation 
for the environment.
Bonds and Adventures
Beyond solitude, camping fosters quality 
time with loved ones, away from daily dis-
tractions. It builds community, offering a 
space to meet like-minded individuals. The 
spirit of adventure is alive in camping, with 
each trip promising new discoveries, chal-
lenges, and a chance to explore the great 
outdoors.
Skills and Health
The camping experience is enriching, teach-
ing valuable life and survival skills, boosting 

confidence and independence. Physically, it 
promotes health through activities like hik-
ing and swimming, while mentally, it offers 
a peaceful retreat for stress reduction and 
mental clarity.
Affordability
Camping remains an accessible way to vaca-
tion, accommodating tight budgets without 
compromising the adventure or experienc-
es it brings.
Conclusion
Camping captivates with its simplicity, 
health benefits, and the deep connections it 
fosters with nature, others, and oneself. It’s 
a versatile escape that satisfies the longing 
for adventure, peace, and personal growth, 
making it a timeless choice for those looking 
to step away from the digital age and into 
the embrace of the natural world.



specific energy requirements, navigate the vast ar-
ray of products available in the market, and make 
informed decisions that enhance their RVing expe-
rience by ensuring a reliable and sustainable power 
supply

Thursday 2p • Friday 1:30p • Saturday 11a
Powering Adventures: Selecting the Ideal Batter-
ies for Your RV Solar System 
In Todd Henson’s class on choosing the right batter-
ies for RV solar systems, attendees learn to navi-
gate the complex landscape of battery options for 
optimal energy storage. This course demystifies 
battery types, such as lead-acid, lithium-ion, and 
AGM, highlighting their pros and cons for RV use. 
Participants will understand how to calculate their 
energy storage needs, assess battery life cycles, and 
consider factors like weight, capacity, temperature 
tolerance, and cost. By the end of the session, RVers 
will be equipped to select batteries that offer the 
best balance of performance, durability, and value 
for their solar-powered adventures.

Thursday 5p • Friday 12a • Saturday 9:30a
RV Electrical: What you should know before you go 
Is designed to provide you with an understanding 
of the electrical systems in an RV. Todd Henson, 
will guide you through the three electrical systems 
found in most RVs, including the 12-volt DC system, 
the 110-volt AC system, and the inverter/converter 
system. By the end of the class, you will have a bet-
ter understanding of the inner workings of your RV’s 
electrical systems. Whether you are a seasoned RV 
owner or just starting out, this class will give you 
the knowledge you need to enjoy your travels with 
peace of mind. 

Booth Company
E19 All Stars RV
E20 All Stars RV
621 Atomix Child
E1 B&B RV

B2A Big Beard Battery 
A1 Blue Compass
B1 Blue Compass
E3 Boreas Campers
E8 Boulder Campervans

C1-A Chinook
619 Co RV Roof-FlexArmor
651 Cutco
F2 DM Vans
E6 Earth Roamer

716 Enduro Power
740 Euroshine
E21 Fiberglass Works 
611 Flatspot Decking Service
625 Hitch Corner
639 Honey Bee RV Storage
615 JE Industries LLC
E17 Juniper Overland
720 Lifetime Remodeling

1101 Lightship RV
617 Live Outdoor
E7-A Lobo
726 M&E Sales
E4 MDC Campers

623 Medicare Mentors
633 Mile High Hot Tubs
F4 Miracle RVs

C2-A Mountain Luxe
C1 myRVTA

645 Next Step RV Sales 
F5 NOCO RV Sales

E16 Nomad Outfitter
637 Power House Remodeling
748 Quality Premium Products
712 Renewal by Anderson
E9 Rossmonster

742 RV Vault
C2 Seminar

613 Solar Power MyRV
744 SolVida
F6 Stroyteller Van City

641 System Pavers
708 T Mobile
B2 The VanSmith
D1 Trailer Source
D2 Trailer Source
D3 Trailer Source
E7 Tune Outdoor

E18 Ujoint Offroad Col
724 United Healthcare
C3 Van City

E10 Van Craft
403 Vanworks
F1 Vertex Vans

E12 WanderBox
E14 Wanderful Wheels
722 Wildwater RV
A2 Windish
B3 Windish

E15 Wolf Rigs

Thursday 11a • Friday 3p • Saturday 2p
Selecting the right solar power system Part 1 
A comprehensive course designed to empower 
enthusiasts and travelers with the knowledge and 
tools necessary to choose the most efficient and 
suitable solar setup for their recreational vehicles. 
Throughout this interactive and engaging class, 
Todd Henson covers essential topics such as un-
derstanding the basics of solar energy, evaluating 
different types of solar panels and battery storage 
options, calculating your energy needs while on 
the road, and optimizing the balance between 
cost, efficiency, and space constraints. With a mix 
of theoretical knowledge and practical advice, 
students learn how to assess their specific energy 
requirements, navigate the vast array of prod-
ucts available in the market, and make informed 
decisions that enhance their RVing experience by 
ensuring a reliable and sustainable power supply

Thursday 12:30p • Friday 4p • Saturday3:30p
Selecting the right solar power system Part 2 
A comprehensive course designed to empower en-
thusiasts and travelers with the knowledge and tools 
necessary to choose the most efficient and suitable 
solar setup for their recreational vehicles. Through-
out this interactive and engaging class, Todd covers 
essential topics such as understanding the basics 
of solar energy, evaluating different types of solar 
panels and battery storage options, calculating your 
energy needs while on the road, and optimizing the 
balance between cost, efficiency, and space con-
straints. With a mix of theoretical knowledge and 
practical advice, students learn how to assess their 

CLASSES

ANNOUNCING 
FALL DATES

AUGUST 1  2 & 3
COLORADO SPRINGS

Making memories is what it’s all about. Making 
safe decisions along the way, we are here to 
help. Bring your pen and paper, sit down for an 
hours or two, learn some hidden gems that will 
keep you on the road to making more memories, 
without a hitch.  Just kidding- the hitch has a re-
ally important job. The wrong hitch will ruin your 
day.  Join us at the RV Show. 
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Meet your Instructors

Biker Jim’s
Grilled Dogs

Elk
Bison

Craft Beer
Vegan

taco 
Burrito

Beef
Chicken

Walking Taco

Go Natural
House Made Sandwiches 

Wraps & Salads
Slow Roasted Turkey Sandwich 
Apple Brined Chicken Sandwich
Grilled Portobello Veggie Wrap
Hot Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Hot Ham & Cheddar Sandwich

Hot Southwest Veggie Wrap
Turkey & Swiss Sandwich 

Ham & Cheddar Sandwich Egg 
Salad Sandwich

Gluten Free Turkey Sandwich
Southwest Veggie Wrap
Italian Cold Cut Grinder

Pizza stand
individual

pizzas
Chips

Drinks

FOOD

FOOD

DRINKS

RV History and 
Development

The Very First RV Was 
Built in 1904
It was constructed 
by hand atop an au-
tomobile and could 

sleep four adults in individual bunks.Other 
amenities included a radio, an icebox and 
incandescent lighting.
In 1915, the Country Was Wowed by Roland 
Conklin’s Motorhome
Roland Conklin, an engineer from New York, 
was responsible for kicking off RV fever in 
America way back in 1915. His custom-built 
“Gypsy Van” could sleep his entire family 
and featured an electric generator, a full 
kitchen, a phonograph, various small appli-
ances and even a roof garden.
The Conklins drove their van from New 
York to San Francisco, inspiring individuals 
to construct their own motorhomes — and 
companies to mass-produce them for the 
first time.
RVs Took Off After the Great 
Depression
During the Great Depression, many families 
started living in RVs and trailers because 
they could not afford permanent homes. 
But after the Great Depression, Americans 
took an interest in using RVs for leisure trav-
el. This sparked the rise of manufacturers 
like Winnebago, Airstream and Ford, who 
began selling full-featured RVs and trailers 
in the 1930s and ’40s.
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SHOW REAL DEALS 2024

BEST OF THE BEASTS

Dynamax

B&B RV

lightship

lightship

Boreas Campers

DM Vans

Juniper Overland

MDC Campers

Mericle RV

Nomad Outfitter

Rossmonster

GXV 
Global X Vehicle

Tune Outdoor

Ujoint Offroad Colorado

Van Craft

Vertex Vans

WanderBox

Wanderful Wheels

Wolf Rigs

Earth Roamer


